GlobalMeet®
Unified User
Experience
A single user
experience on one
intuitive platform

Reimagining Business Communications
GlobalMeet, a new generation unified communications (UC) platform, helps our customers
create connections with their employees, customers and shareholders. GlobalMeet provides
a rich feature set including enterprise voice, a cloud-based business phone system, text
messaging, chat and HD video and web conferencing. Built on our collaboration heritage, we

Customer Service
Excellence
Dedicated
implementation team
to support high
user adoption

simplify and unify your users’ experience and improve their productivity with a single intuitive
platform.

One Intuitive Platform, One User Experience
GlobalMeet delivers a unified user experience to drive the digital transformation of
communications. Whether users want to check their calendar, message with a co-worker, start

Improved
Productivity
Increase efficiency to
give users back time

a meeting, make a phone call or perform any other business communications task, they can
use the intuitive GlobalMeet platform with a consistent experience across all devices.

Improve Productivity, Giving Users Back Time
GlobalMeet’s superior collaboration capabilities backed by our customer service excellence
supports a successful implementation and high user adoption. We improve users’ productivity by
providing communication streams with prioritized action items. With next steps clearly defined,
users can avoid any distractions and become more efficient, giving back time in their workday.
Learn more about how you can lower your communication costs with GlobalMeet at PGi.com or
contact PGi today! www.pgi.com/contact
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Enterprise Voice Communications
Cloud-based business phone system that supports both traditional desk phone and mobile smartphones.

Instant Meeting Access
Experience fast meeting entry into your HD Web and Video meetings from any device, anytime, anywhere.

Collaboration Made Easy
Simply click a drop-down in your personalized meeting room to display your screen, files or apps and up to six
webcams.

Multi-Modal Support Capability
Instant, 24/7 in-meeting access to multiple customer support methods via phone, email and chat in
12 languages.

Smartphone Apps
Stay productive on the go with mobile messaging, group chat, texting and phone calls via the GlobalMeet iOS
and Android apps.

Visual Voicemail
Flexible voicemail management with options to receive voicemails directly to your inbox as audio files or
transcriptions.

Call Recording
Instantly record calls for on-demand access, easy note taking and reference.

Dedicated Implementation and Onboarding
Our customer success program ensures a smooth transition, high user adoption and an outstanding
customer experience.

Quality and Secure Business Connectivity
We offer the option to connect with SD-WAN that ensures enterprise quality of service voice connectivity
with privacy and control.

About Premiere Global Services, Inc. | PGi
PGi is the world’s largest dedicated provider of collaboration software and services. For more than 28 years, our broad portfolio of products has served
the end-to-end collaboration needs of enterprises. Accessible anywhere, anytime and on any device, PGi’s award-winning collaboration solutions drive
productivity and teamwork for approximately 50,000 customers around the world. To learn more, visit us at pgi.com.

Connect With Us:
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